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Successful project: ISS Suomi Oy
The initial situation/challenge: Maintaining company-wide cost control

specialised tool is also used to meet the specific requirements of the project services quickly and

The success story: To be and stay powerful and competitive on a
sustained basis thanks to effective project control

efficiently. The corporate controlling specifications must also be considered. The ISS Group intends

The ISS Group provides a wide range of service solutions to its customers, extending from

to remain competitive and respond effectively to diverse economic challenges with an efficient

individual to integrated facility services (IFS). All services are coordinated by the ISS Partner

software solution.

Group. The myPARM solution was introduced to successfully manage a diverse range of complex

The ISS Group (525,000 employees worldwide) uses SAP as a central management system. A

service projects. This powerful tool helps the ISS Group to remain competitive and successful over

The solution: Implementing the powerful project management tool
myPARM into the existing SAP environment
With the implementation of myPARM, the ISS Group now has a powerful tool for managing its daily

the long term. This is achieved by ensuring that the projects can be controlled at all times and by
implementing effective project control. myPARM is widely used throughout the ISS Group by a
large number of project managers for online follow-up and handling project invoices.

business successfully, so that it can keep pace with the competition over the long term. The
seamless integration of myPARM into the existing SAP environment was mandatory. myPARM can

About the ISS Group

meet all the Group’s requirements, taking full account of its controlling specifications.

The ISS Group, founded 1901 in Denmark, is a leading provider of facility services worldwide. The
company is active in more than 50 countries and is the fourth largest private employer in the world,
with 525,000 employees. In the course of its history, ISS has developed from a single-service to a
multi-service provider. Thanks to its experience in a wide range of business sectors, ISS offers
industry and customer-specific solutions.
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Statement of the customer:

«The main benefit of
myPARM: the project
accounting information is
located in a database. The
project overview offers
simple data access to project
managers. All users can
access their real-time data
according to their roles. The
interface with SAP
eliminates overlaps between
receivable and payable
accounts. Thanks to the
development work together
with parm ag and EmCe, we
were able to enjoy all the
benefits of myPARM.»
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